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Chapter 1
Introduction
This report shares my contributions made to the open-source software community during the
Semester-long Internship, starting from 7th April 2021 to 7th November 2021. Contributions were made
using a FLOSS (Free Libre/Open Source Software) "R" as a part of the FOSSEE (Free/Libre and Open
Source Software for Education) project. The FOSSEE project is a part of the National Mission on
Education through ICT with the thrust area of creating and promoting FLOSS equivalents to proprietary
software. This project is based at the Indian Institute of Technology Bombay (IITB) and funded by the
Ministry of Education, Government of India. The contributions include maintenance of R on Cloud,
analysis of FOSSEE workshop feedback data, implementation & documentation of SOM algorithm in R,
and an R case study on statistical analysis of the Spatio-temporal trends in COVID-19 strains and
infections across India during 2020-21.

https://fossee.in/
https://fossee.in/


Chapter 2
Maintenance of R on Cloud
The R on Cloud is an online facility created by FOSSEE which works as a platform for executing R
codes. It also allows users to interact with the codes of the completed textbook companions (TBCs).
Because of this feature, it is required to check the completed TBCs over the platform for errors by running
their codes. Hence, the assigned task involved checking each code file associated with 11 completed
TBCs mentioned in Table 2.1 over the platform, recording the errors obtained, and forwarding the list of
errors to the FOSSEE web team for correction.

Table 2.1: List of completed TBCs checked over the R on Cloud platform.
S. No. Book Name

1
Introduction to Probability and Statistics for Engineers and Scientists by Sheldon M. Ross,
Elsevier Academic Press, USA, 2004

2
Introductory Linear Algebra: An Applied First Course by Bernard Kolman & David R. Hill,
Dorling Kindersley, India, 2008

3 Introductory Statistics by Douglas S Shafer and Zhiyi Zhang, Flat World Publishers, 2012

4 Linear Algebra by Jim Hefferon, Orthogonal Publishing L3C, 2017

5 Linear Algebra and Its Applications by David C. Lay, Pearson Addison-Wesley, 2006

6 Managerial Statistics by Gerald Keller, South-western Cenage Learning; Usa, 2009

7
Matrices and Linear Transformations by Charles G. Cullen, Dover Publications, Inc., New
York, 1990

8
Miller and Freund's Probability and Statistics for Engineers by Richard A. Johnson, Pearson,
USA, 2017

9 Modern Physical Chemistry: A Molecular Approach by George H. Duffey, Springer US, 2000

10
Numerical Methods for Engineers by S. C. Chapra and R. P. Canale, McGraw Hill, New York,
2006

11
Numerical Methods in Finance and Economics: A MATLAB-Based Introduction by Paolo
Brandimarte, John Wiley & Sons, Inc., Hoboken, New Jersey, 2006

Following is the list of the type of errors encountered during the process of testing TBC codes over the R
on Cloud platform -

1. Missing libraries.

http://rcloud.fossee.in/
https://r.fossee.in/textbook-companion/completed-books


Figure 2.1:  Error due to the missing library “collapsibleTree” [1].

2. Warning messages prevented the execution of code.

Figure 2.2: Warning message indicating the inability of the cloud platform to open the X11 display.

3. Unable to load R code from a zip file.



Figure 2.3: Zip file content displayed as text.

4. Code not available for a TBC example.

Figure 2.4: Message prompt indicating the unavailability of code for the selected example.

5. Missing R objects.



Figure: 2.5: Error due to a missing R object.

FOSSEE web team did the following to fix the errors -

1. Installed all missing libraries over the platform.

Figure: 2.6: Successful TBC code execution after installing “collapsibleTree” library [1].



2. Suppressed unnecessary warning messages by making use of the “suppressWarnings()” function.

Figure: 2.7: Successful execution of TBC code after suppressing the warning message.

3. R codes were extracted from zip files and made available over the platform.

Figure: 2.8: Execution of R code extracted from zip file.

4. Removed TBC chapters that do not contain any code files.



Figure: 2.9: Remaining TBC chapters after removal of chapter number 7.

5. Fixed R codes causing the missing object error.

Figure: 2.10: Successful execution of R code after fixing the missing object error.



Chapter 3
Analysis of FOSSEE workshop feedback
data

1. Introduction

The FOSSEE project promotes the use of FLOSS tools in academia and research. It conducts regular
workshops on different FLOSS to help industry professionals, faculty, researchers, and students from
various institutions shift from proprietary to open-source software. These workshops are conducted
throughout the year and generally consist of spoken tutorials, live lectures, assignments, and interactive
activities to engage the participants. For the assessment of a workshop’s effectiveness, participants are
required to fill up a feedback form at the end. The task assigned was to analyze the feedback data to
identify the underlying variables called factors that can explain the interrelationships among the variables
(questions) of the feedback data using a method known as EFA (Exploratory Factor Analysis) [2]. The
obtained factors shall help in determining those aspects of the workshop that contributed more towards its
effectiveness. Analysis began after cleaning and processing the obtained data. The complete procedure
from data collection to analysis has been described in the following sections.

2. Data Collection

The feedback data was acquired from the Jmol Application Beginner Workshop conducted on 19
September 2020. A total of 68 participants attended the workshop, out of which 63 filled the feedback
form. The form consisted of 31 questions related to the participants’ educational background, job history,
and workshop experience. The questions associated with the workshop experience consisted of
sub-sections corresponding to workshop activity, practice problems, spoken tutorials, knowledge gained
from the workshop, and general opinions. The responses to these questions were in the form of Likert
scale ratings and subjective comments. Different scales were used for recording responses depending
upon the nature of the question. One of the scales used was between 1 and 5, where “1” represented
“extremely easy to understand and follow” or “extremely easy” and “5” represented “extremely difficult
to understand and follow” or “extremely difficult” depending upon the question.

3. Data Exploration

The feedback data was originally in an XLS format. It was loaded into the R environment using the
“read_excel()” function from “readxl” package [3], which belongs to the “tidyverse” ecosystem of
packages [4]. A glimpse of the original dataset can be seen in Figure 3.1.

https://www.it.iitb.ac.in/nmeict/workshopContent.html?workshopid=gbDnbPXIuHQBFJ_vOaEKzA&category=UubpVTjA3FS-DQx8uW4rlA


Figure 3.1: Jmol Application Beginner Workshop feedback data used for analysis.

The dataset mentioned above consisted of 64 rows and 67 columns. As stated earlier, the feedback form
questions contained sub-sections, resulting in 67 distinct columns instead of 31. It was observed that some
column names were lengthy, whereas some consisted of only numbers that did not provide any
information about the question associated with that column, as shown in Figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2: Column names of the dataset after importing it in R.

It felt necessary to rename the columns for two reasons -

1. To convey information about the associated question in fewer words.
2. To replace the column name containing a number with information about the associated question.

Therefore the columns were renamed and grouped into the following categories, where each category has
sub-divisions based on the associated feedback form questions -

1. Participants' details
2. Participants' technical background
3. Opinion on generic modeling software and 3D viewer
4. Spoken Tutorial feedback
5. Assignment feedback



6. Knowledge of Jmol concepts before and after the workshop
7. Overall workshop feedback

The following code was used to rename the columns -

Figure 3.3: Code to rename the feedback dataset columns.

The updated column names are shown in Figure 3.4.

Figure 3.4: Updated column names.



Data Exploration continued after updating the column names using the “skim()” function from the
“skimr” package [5]. It was observed that there were several missing values in multiple columns of the
dataset as shown in Figure 3.5.

Figure 3.5: Presence of missing values in the dataset.

Missing values may occur due to various reasons, such as the participants’ unwillingness to respond to
optional feedback sections or the occurrence of a data formatting/reformatting error. To move ahead with
the exploration, it was necessary to remove the missing values in such a way that the vital information
remains unaltered. Therefore, a row and column-wise check for missing values was carried out.

After observing the results of the row-wise check, it was found out that the first row contained the
maximum number of missing values, i.e., 26. Further examination of the first row entries showed that it
was not a valid feedback response as it did not even contain the participant's name, as shown in Figure
3.6. Hence it was removed.

Figure 3.6: Row-wise examination of missing values.



Column-wise examination showed that most of the columns containing missing values were non-numeric
and contained subjective comments from the participants, as shown in Figure 3.7. Hence the columns
were kept unchanged.

Figure 3.7: Examining missing values column-wise.

After dealing with missing values, the dataset was also checked for duplicate entries as they can introduce
bias in statistical analyses [6,7]. The Approximate String Matching (Fuzzy Matching) technique was
applied over the “Name” data column using the “agrep()” function by Brian Ripley and Kurt Hornik
provided in the “base” package of R [8] to check for similar participant names. If matching names are
found, then other background details of those participants like their institution name, educational
background and profession were examined. In Figure 3.8, it is shown that the result of string matching
turns out to be zero indicating that there are no matching names.

Figure 3.8: String matching results for the “Name” column.

The data exploration process shed light on the structure and format of the original feedback data. It also
helped in identifying and removing some errors. It is followed by the data cleaning process as described
in the subsequent section.

4. Data Cleaning

Data cleaning is the most crucial step performed before analysis, as any result obtained from incorrect
data will be unreliable. It involves the steps for identifying and removing erroneous and mislabelled data
[9,10]. There is a possibility of incorrect responses in the feedback data due to several reasons, such as
inattentiveness of participants while filling the feedback form and lack of understanding of the questions



asked. Therefore, it is necessary to carefully examine the data and remove all misleading responses to
preserve its reliability.

For cleaning the data, all possible ambiguities in it were systematically checked and recorded. Grouping
the responses into categories (performed during data exploration) made the checking process easier. The
complete procedure can be broadly divided into three main steps with multiple substeps as listed below -

1. Checked participants’ backgrounds and opinions regarding JMOL and similar tools -

● Checked whether any participant who selected the option "Other" in the "Background" column
gave its description in the subsequent column, i.e., “Background (Other)” or not.

Figure 3.9: Participants’ background-related column entries.

● Checked for entries where a participant first selected "Yes" when asked whether he/she was
already using any modeling software but did not provide the name of the software in the column
“Already Using Modelling Software in Organization (Name of Software)”.

● Checked for entries where a participant first selected "No" when asked whether he/she was
already using any modeling software but added the name of a software in the column “Already
Using Modelling Software in Organization (Name of Software)”.

Figure 3.10: Columns containing entries related to participants’ experience with modeling software.



● Checked for entries where a participant initially stated that he/she had never used Jmol before but
later mentioned the purpose of using Jmol.

Figure 3.11: Columns indicating participants’ experience with the Jmol software.

● Checked whether any participant added a response under the "ICT Tools Participant Will Use for
Learning (Other)" column without initially adding "Other" in the previous column.

Figure 3.12: Columns associated with entries indicating participants’ willingness to use ICT tools.

2. Checked the qualitative and quantitative feedback responses regarding the procedure and
quality of the workshop -

● Checked if the level of knowledge regarding Jmol for any participant dropped after the workshop,
as it is improbable.



Figure 3.13: Entries associated with the conceptual knowledge regarding various aspects of Jmol.

● Checked for contradicting responses in columns associated with the quality and effectiveness of
the workshop; for example, searched and recorded all such entries where a participant had
selected the option “Strongly Agree” for both “Exposure To New Knowledge” and “Did Not
Learn Much” columns.

Figure 3.14: Column entries associated with the workshop’s quality and effectiveness.

3. Removed misleading entries.

● After recording all potentially misleading entries, the mentor was consulted. As per his advice,
the row-wise frequency of misleading responses was calculated and then those row entries for
which the frequency value was more than one were examined. The “table()” function of R was
used to calculate the frequency, as shown in Figure 3.15.

Figure 3.15: Row entries selected for further examination.



● After carefully examining the remaining eight selected row entries, the mentor suggested to
remove five out of them from the feedback data. Those five row entries are shown in Figure 3.16.

Figure 3.16: Row entries that were removed from the feedback data after careful examination.

After the removal of misleading responses, the dataset was left with 58 rows and 67 columns.

5. Data Pre-processing

Only the Likert scale based columns containing categorical responses were kept from the cleaned Jmol
workshop feedback dataset for EFA, as shown in Figure 3.17 [11,12]. Any information related to the
participants’ backgrounds and their subjective comments was removed from the dataset. The remaining
dataset had 58 rows and 49 columns, where each column had the factor data type.

Figure 3.17: Glimpse of the dataset after pre-processing.

6. Data Analysis

The data analysis was performed using the “EFAtools” package [13]. The “N_FACTORS()” function
from “EFAtools” was used to find the suitable number of factors in the data by first converting the data
into a numeric format and then finding its correlation matrix. Due to the column “3D Visualization Will
Create Interest”, the obtained correlation matrix contained NA values, as shown in Figure 3.18.



Figure 3.18: Correlation matrix of the pre-processed dataset.

Therefore, that column was removed and the “N_FACTORS()” function was applied over the correlation
matrix obtained from the remaining data. The “N_FACTORS()” function tested the suitability of the
correlation matrix for EFA by applying “Bartlett's test of sphericity” over it and calculating its
“Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin criterion (KMO)” value. Bartlett’s test of sphericity statistically tests the hypothesis
that the correlation matrix contains ones on the diagonal and zeros on the off-diagonals. This test should
produce a statistically significant chi-square value to justify the application of EFA [14]. The KMO value
indicates the proportion of variance in the variables that might be caused by underlying factors [15]. The
“N_FACTORS()” function calculates the appropriate number of factors for the given data only when it
obtains a favorable result from Bartlett’s test and a suitable KMO value. Unfortunately, the pre-processed
data failed both tests because its correlation matrix was singular, as shown in Figure 3.19.

Figure 3.19: Result obtained from the “N_FACTORS()” function.

7. Conclusion

In this project, data exploration, cleaning and preprocessing, were performed over the Jmol Application
Beginner Workshop feedback data completely using the R programming language with the objective of
applying EFA over it. However, the data turned out to be unsuitable for the proposed analysis as it failed
the reliability tests required for EFA. This project could be further extended by using some alternative of
EFA, keeping in mind the mixed nature of the feedback data.

https://www.it.iitb.ac.in/nmeict/workshopContent.html?workshopid=gbDnbPXIuHQBFJ_vOaEKzA&category=UubpVTjA3FS-DQx8uW4rlA
https://www.it.iitb.ac.in/nmeict/workshopContent.html?workshopid=gbDnbPXIuHQBFJ_vOaEKzA&category=UubpVTjA3FS-DQx8uW4rlA


Chapter 4
Implementation and documentation of SOM
in R

1. Introduction

SOM is an unsupervised data visualization technique popular among researchers for dimensionality
reduction and clustering [16]. This project aims to create an open-source code base for SOM in R to help
researchers, students, and professionals understand the working of SOM. The material has been designed
to encourage and promote the R programming language among people wanting to learn and apply SOM
for their choice of use. The complete code with proper explanation and examples has been made freely
available for educational purposes in the form of a document on the Resources page of the R FOSSEE
website.

2. Self Organizing Maps

Self Organizing Maps (Kohonen Maps) are a class of artificial neural network created by Dr. Teuvo
Kohonen that can map high dimensional input data to a 2D map using unsupervised learning [17-21].
SOMs are utilized for various applications because they provide a low-dimensional representation of a
high-dimensional input while maintaining the features of input data in the representation [22,23].

Figure 4.1: Kohonen Model of Self Organizing Map [21].

https://r.fossee.in/resources


3. Implementation of SOM in R

Due to the project’s complexity, the entire process of implementing SOM in R was divided into various
tasks and each FOSSEE fellow was assigned a particular task. Once the basic SOM model got created, its
output was analyzed. It was observed that the model did not satisfactorily converge after a single epoch
over the complete input data. The model training algorithm was then modified to incorporate multiple
epochs. The map converged during the second epoch for most datasets.

Figure 4.2: Decay in SOM entropy.

The task assigned to me was to identify and implement the convergence criterion of the map. As the SOM
ideally is supposed to rapidly change and adjust its weights until it represents the input space accurately,
the convergence point is when the map stops adjusting weights and presents the complete lower
dimensional representation of the input data. To identify the point of convergence, the difference between
weights among two consecutive states of the SOM during training overall epochs was plotted, as shown in
Figure 4.2. The downward curve represents a decay in rapidness with which the SOM updates its weights
as it adjusts itself more and more to map the input space accurately. As the training progresses, the
neighbourhood radii decreases and the map fixates on finer details. However, as a majority of the
representation has already been learned, no sudden changes in the plot can be observed. Finally, the
convergence of SOM was achieved for the given dataset.



4. Documentation

After the successful implementation of the SOM algorithm in R from scratch, I was assigned to create a
document explaining each step in detail with examples. The document was created for the utilization of
students, teachers and professionals. The document was in the form of a tutorial series split into four parts
for ease of understanding, as shown below -

● Self-Organizing Map in R (Tutorial Introduction)
● Module 1: Introduction to Self-Organizing Map
● Module 2: A solved example of SOM using the Iris dataset
● Module 3: Application of SOM in Real Life: Modeling the COVID-19 Pandemic in India

The first part provides an overview of the tutorial series and the project contributors. The second part or
the first module gives an overview of the concept behind SOM and its implementation procedure in R.
The third part or the second module deals with the application of SOM over the iris dataset. The final part
or the third module concentrates on visualizing India’s highly dimensional COVID-19 data on the Indian
map as an example of a real-world application of SOM.



Chapter 5
R Case Study: Statistical analysis of the
Spatio-temporal trends in COVID-19 strains
and infections across India during 2020-21

1. Introduction

The COVID-19 virus spread rapidly across India during 2020-21 and was accompanied by a surge in the
number of confirmed cases, deaths and virus mutations. To help researchers and epidemiologists better
understand the statistical nature of these trends, I proposed to analyze the data related to the COVID-19
pandemic in India and under the guidance of Prof. Radhendushka Srivastava, created a case study on the
same. The entire analysis was performed using the R programming language. A brief description of the
complete case study is given in the following sections.

2. Data Collection and Exploration

The COVID-19 data was collected from the Bangalore Centre of the Indian Statistical Institute, Ministry
of Family Health and Welfare, Govt. of India and Global Initiative on Sharing Avian Influenza Data
(GISAID). The obtained data was in a time-series format and was contained in two separate files. The
data was associated with the number of infections and virus strains from 2020 to 2021. Data from both
files were later combined based on the date values after performing necessary data cleaning. The data
cleaning process involved removing missing values, changing the date format and correcting erroneous
values.

Figure 5.1: COVID-19 infections data.

https://www.isibang.ac.in/
https://www.mohfw.gov.in/
https://www.mohfw.gov.in/
https://www.gisaid.org/
https://www.gisaid.org/


Figure 5.2: COVID-19 virus strains data.

Figure 5.3: Final merged data.

Figure 5.4: Column names of the final dataset.

Before starting the analysis, we visualized the data to explore the features of interest. A plot of data
related to the confirmed cases, cured cases and deaths is shown in Figure 5.5.



Figure 5.5: Visualization of the primary features of interest.

3. Data Analysis

We first implemented the polynomial curve fitting method [24] over the confirmed cases data to model its
underlying pattern, as shown in Figure 5.6. However, it did not yield satisfactory results as the fitted
polynomials were too smooth and could not capture the volatility of trends associated with the data.



Figure 5.6: Polynomial curve fitting over the confirmed cases data.

Therefore, we experimented with different techniques, namely ARMA-GARCH modeling, piecewise
ARMA-GARCH modeling, and Auto-ARIMA forecasting. To apply them, it was necessary first to
smoothen the input time series data using a mathematical operator known as Kernel Regression Smoother
[25]. The ARMA-GARCH and piecewise ARMA-GARCH models were applied by making use of the
“ugarchspec()” and “ugarchfit()” functions from “rugarch” package [26] and the Auto-ARIMA
forecasting was done using the “auto.arima()” function from “forecast” package [27].

4. Results

We first applied the ARMA-GARCH model over the entire confirmed cases data, as seen in Figure 5.7.
The model performed poorly as the goal was to achieve results with edges preserved. Therefore, we went
on to perform piecewise ARMA-GARCH modeling. We observed that the obtained piecewise
ARMA-GARCH model gave better results as it successfully captured the volatility in the data. The
piecewise ARMA-GARCH model applied on the time series data from 6th August 2020 to 3rd January
2021 is shown in Figure 5.8. However, the variability in the data was not captured fully; thus, we tried the
auto-ARIMA forecasting method on the same portion of the data, as shown in Figure 5.9. It was able to
forecast the data well. There were differences between the fitted model’s forecasted and original values,
but the model successfully captured the variability in the trends.



Figure 5.7: ARMA-GARCH model applied over the confirmed cases data.



Figure 5.8: Piecewise ARMA-GARCH model applied over a piece of the confirmed cases data.

Figure 5.9: Auto-ARIMA forecasting done over a piece of the confirmed cases data.



5. Conclusion

After a thorough procedure consisting of data collection, cleaning, pre-processing and statistical analysis,
this case study presents several insights on the COVID-19 pandemic as the applied models were able to
capture the underlying pattern in the data. The trend analysis will be helpful to epidemiologists and
researchers aiming to study and forecast the pandemic.



Chapter 6
Conclusion
The FOSSEE Semester-long Internship has been a great learning experience for me and my fellow
interns, in which we were able to explore several exciting projects in depth. The R on Cloud project
encourages the use of R programming language among programmers and assists students engaged in
creating TBC of standard textbooks. By maintaining the R on Cloud facility, we hope to enhance user
experience and quality of service. In the FOSSEE workshop feedback data analysis project, we realized
the importance of data cleaning and achieved it using the various functions provided by R. Creation of the
applied tutorial on Self Organizing Map from scratch was a challenging task which pushed us to expand
our research and programming skills immensely. The case study project was an independent research
project that helped us understand the application and usefulness of statistical modeling.

The FOSSEE internship was a journey of learning and exploration that extended beyond just
programming. We were able to utilize the versatility of the R programming language in performing
different tasks. Developing interpersonal communication skills, implementing an algorithm from scratch,
performing statistical modeling, and learning the documentation process are just a few of the many
takeaways from this internship. I hope that my work will benefit society and propagate interest in the R
programming language among people from different backgrounds.
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